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SUBJECT

New CEN/TC on Quality in Medical Imaging along the patient pathway

BACKGROUND

On 17 December 2021, AFNOR submitted a proposal to CCMC for the creation of a new 
Technical Committee (CEN/TC) on 'quality in medical imaging along the patient pathway'. A 
detailed explanation is provided in the ‘proposal for a new field of activity’ form (Annex I).
Rationale
Medical imaging is a complex discipline that has evolved considerably in recent years. This 
discipline is at the crossroads of information technology and increasingly advanced medical 
techniques. Its essential role is the establishment of reliable diagnostics. Scientific progress has 
allowed this discipline to develop considerably with the rise of both teleradiology and 
interventional imaging; the latter has now developed to the point of replacing conventional 
treatments. In addition to these new applications, the general use of medical imaging is 
increasing, with annual growth of around 5%. 
Professionals must adapt and be trained rapidly to the use of new tools and new technologies, 
and to face new challenges such as the development of teleradiology to provide the best services 
to patients. 
Medical imaging is also regulated by the Council directive 2013/59/EURATOM laying down basic 
safety standards for protection against the dangers arising from exposure to ionising radiation. 
If there are many standards in the field of medical imaging, they relate to equipment including 
acceptance and constancy test, evaluation and routine testing, techniques or are dedicated to 
radiation protection. Indeed, there are already standards on image quality but there is no 
European standard dealing with quality in medical imaging and the patient pathway. 
To contribute to these new developments and to the patient pathway, AFNOR proposes to 
establish a CEN technical committee to develop, as a priority, a standard covering the patient 
pathway in medical imaging. It includes patient tare before the examination (appointment making, 
patient reception, etc.), during the examination (safety, hygiene, confidentiality, etc.) and after the 
examination (transmission of results, archiving, etc.). 
This proposed standard aims also to provide a common basis in Europe for the development of 
clinical audits at national level, as requested by the European directive. The clinical audits 
methodology will not be covered as it already defined at European level (see bibliography in annex 
1). 
The new CEN/TC will consider and will be complementary to existing initiatives which are mainly 
related to the radiation protection requirements of the Euratom directive in radiology.  Indeed, the 
intention behind the creation of this technical committee is to go beyond radiation protection, 
which, while essential is already well taken into account. It aims to cover all aspects related to 
patient care and all medical imaging 
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techniques. 
To sum up, the standardization of this CEN/TC on medical imaging structures, aims to:

• define the requirements for the management of a medical imaging patient pathway,
• optimize the procedures while covering justification aspects,·
• provide a European document that contribute to support clinical audit within the 

meaning of the Euratom directive intended as a basis for national procedures,
• consider teleradiology, as this new practice is on the rise.

AFNOR is committed to providing the secretariat of the proposed TC and to providing Professional 
Standardization Support to the Working Group to be created.
Criteria for approval
By Resolution BT 65/2017, BT decided that the following criteria are to be met for acceptance of 
such a proposal for new work (in a new area):

 Vote according to Internal Regulations Part 2 clause 6.1.4; Note: Possible votes are ‘Agrees’, 
‘Disagrees with comments’ and ‘Abstains’. Any vote indicating ‘Deferred decision’ will be 
counted as ‘Disagrees with comments’.

 At least 5 members express commitment to participate. As a consequence, BT Members are 
requested to state explicitly, by means of the commenting field provided in the BT-balloting 
tool, whether or not they are committed to participate in the work

Information session
In order to give the opportunity to ask questions and raise issues, while the consultation is 
ongoing, AFNOR invites CEN members to participate in an informative webinar session. Two 
sessions are proposed. It is open to CEN member but is not limited to NSB staff: any 
representative or stakeholder CEN members would like to include are welcome.
These web sessions will be held on:

‒ Webinar 1: Thursday 3 February 2022 at 10h00
Registration link : 
https://afnor.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJYudu6rpzooHtPw1kyA7a34Zny9KluwF4Hi 

‒ Webinar 2: Thursday 17 February 2022 at 15h00 
Registration link :
https://afnor.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJcrcO6urD0iE9Owg-YirbZVhfZ2DsbwFxjH 

PROPOSAL(S)

BT,

 having considered the proposal for a new field of technical activity on 'Quality in medical 
imaging along the patient pathway' submitted by AFNOR as included in Annex I;

 considering that the following members have expressed commitment to participate:
o <Members>

 decides to create a new CEN/TC XXX with the following preliminary title and scope:
Title: ‘Quality in medical imaging along the patient pathway'
Scope:  
Standardization in the field of medical imaging and radio diagnostics. 
It includes medical imaging for diagnostic and interventional purposes. The objective is to 
ensure quality and risk management in patient care in any type of medical imaging structure 
(public and private departments, services and facilities) 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fafnor.zoom.us%2Fmeeting%2Fregister%2FtJYudu6rpzooHtPw1kyA7a34Zny9KluwF4Hi&data=04%7C01%7Cjogbonna%40cencenelec.eu%7C5ece5134068d4f8db67c08d9d517adb8%7Cccf5775126f1429c87578729c8e9e995%7C0%7C0%7C637775120085711793%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=j%2FlSqqX%2BSBNgVHQJByXH8cjGlHfTfZJ%2FNLyYYJT%2F1c8%3D&reserved=0
https://afnor.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJcrcO6urD0iE9Owg-YirbZVhfZ2DsbwFxjH%20
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 It covers procedures using ionizing and electromagnetic radiation or ultrasonography, 
performed on human beings1 in person or remotely (teleradiology). 
With the exclusion of: 
- radiotherapy,
- conventional optical imaging (such as endoscopy or fund us),
- photography of patients or lesions,
- anatomical pathology.

 allocates the secretariat of CEN/TC XXX to AFNOR;

 asks the new CEN/TC XXX to submit its final title and scope for BT approval, following its first 
kick-off meeting.

2022-01-11 – JO

   






















